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Abstrat

Consider two small retangular win-
dows, eah of whih is entered at a dif-
ferent pixel in two di�erent olor images.
Correlation is the proess of omputing the
similarity between these two windows. If
the amera rotation between the two im-
ages is not large then if these two pixels
represent the same physial surfae point
then the similarity, and hene the orrela-
tion value, should be high. While orre-
lation is a well known tehnique in om-
puter vision, there are many possible vari-
ations. The main variability omes in the
type of orrelation algorithm, the olour
spae that is used, and the size of the win-
dow. This paper desribes a set of experi-
ments whose goal is to explore the impat
of hanging these three parameters. The
methodology is �rst to manually selet a
set of mathing features between two im-
ages, whih are known as the ground truth.
Then the di�erent orrelation variations
are ompared in terms of their ability to
determine the orret mathing feature out

of all the possibilities.

1 Introdution

A well known problem in omputer vision
is the mathing of features between two im-
ages. Features may represent orners or
edges in the image, and the most ommon
method to math these features is orre-
lation. The orrelation funtion returns
the similarity between the feature points of
two di�erent images. It has as input two
small retangular windows that are en-
tered on these feature points in both im-
ages.

There are a number of di�erent orre-
lation algorithms: Least Squares, Cross-
orrelation, Histogram, Ordinal Measures
and an Aumulated Di�erenes. It is also
possible to perform the orrelation on dif-
ferent olor spaes, and the possibilities
are the RGB, HSV, HLS and CIE olour
spaes. Finally, there is also variability in
the Correlation Window size.
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With all these variations a number
questions an be asked:

� Is there a \best" Correlation
Method.

� What e�et do the various olour
spaes have on the Correlation Meth-
ods.

� How do the Correlation Methods be-
have when hanging the Correlation
Window size.

The goal of this paper is to present an
experimental methodology and a set of ex-
periments whih attempt to answer these
questions.

2 Correlation Window

Methods

First we desribe the di�erent types of or-
relation methods that are in ommon us-
age. A orrelation window is a prede�ned
n � n area around a single point. Usu-
ally n is a positive odd integer in the range
of three to twenty [3℄. The total number
of pixels in the orrelation window is N ,
whih is equal to n� n.

The orrelation methods we have im-
plemented are the Least Squares, His-
togram, Bhat and Nayar's Ordinal Mea-
sure [5℄, Normalized Cross-Correlation, as
well as the Aumulated Di�erenes ap-
proahes.

In all these ases the input to the or-
relation funtions are the two windows
I1 and I2 and the output is value be-
tween zero and one, where zero is a per-
fet math, and one is a perfet mismath.
More formally the orrelation funtion is
de�ned as '(I1; I2) 2 [0; 1℄. We also as-
sume that the image pixels of the two im-
ages are bounded, that is I1(I); I2(I) 2

[0; k℄, where k is typially a small integer.
In this notation the index I ranges over
eah of the N pixels in the orrelation win-
dow.

We now desribe eah of the imple-
mented orrelation methods in more detail.

2.1 The Least Squares
Method

The Least Squares Method omputes the
similarity between the two windows by
simply omputing the sum of squares dif-
ferene between the pixels.

' =

PN

i=1 (I1(i)� I2(i))
2

k2 �N
(1)

2.2 The Histogram Method

The HistogramMethod �rst plaes the pix-
els in the orrelation windows I1 and I2
into j equally distributed bins, where eah
bin ontains the number of pixels that are
in the range of that bin. More formally, if a
pixel p 2 [0; k℄, then eah bin has a range of
k=j onseutive pixels. The �rst of j bins
ounts the number of pixels whih have
values from zero to k=j�1, the seond from
k=j to 2(k=j)�1 and so on. This is knows
as a histogram, and j de�nes the granular-
ity of the histogram. The histogram values
are then ompared to eah other using the
sum of the di�erenes per bin:

' =

Pj

i=1 jH1(i)�H2(i)j

2 �N
(2)

2.3 The Ordinal Measures

Ordinal Measures are based on relative or-
dering of values in an image window. The
relative ordering of image values in eah
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window is represented by a rank permuta-
tion, whih is obtained by sorting the im-
age values. Sine the rank permutations
are invariant to monotone transformations
of the image values, the oeÆients are un-
a�eted by nonlinear e�ets like gamma
variations between images [5℄.

2.4 The Normalized Cross
Correlation

The Normalized Cross-Correlation of an
image I1 and I2 having N data points is
given by:

' =

PN

i=1 (I1(i)� I1) � (I2(i)� I2)

2N �
p
�(I1) � �(I2)

(3)

Here I1 = (
PN

i=1 I1(i))=N is the the
average pixel values in the �rst window
and I2 is de�ned similarly. Also, �(I1) =qPN

i=1 (I1(i))
2 � (I1)2 is the standard de-

viation of the �rst image in the window,
and �(I2) is de�ned similarly.

This advantage of this approah over
the least squares method is the ability
to deal with an additive transformation
brought on for example, by a global hange
in the lighting.

2.5 The Aumulated Di�er-
enes Correlation

The Aumulated Di�erenes is another
Correlating Window method for image
sub- regions given by:

' =

PN

i=1 jI1(i)� I2(i)j

k �N
(4)

3 Colour Spaes

A olour spae is a spei�ation of a 3D
olour oordinate system and a visible sub-
set in the oordinate system within whih
all olours in a partiular olour gamut lie
[4℄. There are a number of di�erent olour
spaes used in pratie.

3.1 RGB (Red, Green, Blue)

The RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) olour
spae is the unit ube subset of the 3D
Cartesian oordinate system. The individ-
ual ontributions of eah primary olour
are added together to yield the RGB
Colour Model [4℄.

3.2 HSV (Hue, Saturation,
Value)

The HSV (Hue, Saturation, and Value)
olour spae is user-oriented beause it is
based on representing olour intuitively us-
ing tint, shade, and tone.

3.3 CIE (Commission
Internationale de
l'Elarirage's)

The CIE (Commission Internationale de
l'Elarirage's) proposes a olour sheme
based on the pereptual uniform olour
system (UCS). The onversion from RGB
to CIE's XYZ olour system ours
through the linear transformation as fol-
lows:

x =
X

X + Y + Z
; y =

Y

X + Y + Z
(5)

where
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X = 0:619R+ 0:177G+ 0:204B (6)

Y = 0:299R+ 0:586G+ 0:115B (7)

Z = 0:56G+ 0:944B (8)

3.4 Other Colour Spaes

The normalized TSL (Tint, Saturation,
and Luminane) hrominane-luminane
spae, CMY (Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow),
and the YIQ (U.S. olour broadast TV
format) are other ommon olour spaes.

4 Correlation Testing

To test the various orrelation methods
(Least Squares, Cross-orrelation, His-
togram, Ordinal Measures and an Au-
mulated Di�erene method) as well as test
the impat of using di�erent olour mod-
els (RGB, HSV, HLS, and CIE) we use the
following method.

1. Selet pairs images (I1 and I2) that
have a suÆient overlap [2℄. We as-
sume that the overlap is at least 70
% of the image size.

2. Find orresponding feature points in
eah image (f1 and f2) [3℄. These
feature points are the ground truth,
they are known to be orret.

We perform the testing by trying eah
permutation of orrelation method and
olour mathing using the given image
pairs and features. We orrelate every fea-
ture ombination, whih is a total of (f1
x f2) possibilities. Only one of these is
the orret math, and the orrelation su-
eeds only if we �nd the orretly mathing
features pair out of the (f1 x f2) possibili-
ties.

5 Experimental Results

In Figure 1 are two images, eah of size
768 x 512 that we use in the experiments.
Eah image has a white box at the pre-
de�ned features. The orrespdonene be-
tween the features (that is whih of the
rosses math) is seleted by hand, and is
the ground truth. We have used three pairs
of images to perform the experiments.

Figure 1: Two images whih have 127
mathing features seleted by hand.

The results of the omparisons of the
various orrelating window methods are
depited in Table 1.

This table shows that out of all the
orrelation methods the Cross-orrelation
method seems to produe the best results
in terms of �nding the orret math.

The next experiment evaluates the im-
pat of using omponents of the olour
spaes instead of using the entire olour
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Method RGB (%) HSV (%) HLS (%) CIE (%)

Least Squares 70.8 52.0 0.8 66.9
Histogram 15.7 18.9 2.4 9.5

Ordinal Measure 39.4 22.0 8.7 40.9
Norm. Cross-orr 78.0 61.4 0.8 78.0
Aum. Di�erenes 70.1 54.3 7.1 64.6

Table 1: Comparisons of Correlating Window Methods (9 x 9) with various Colour Spaes
given in the perentage of orret orrelation's.

spae. For example, is it feasible to use
only one omponent, say the Hue, of the
HSV olour spae to aquire adequate re-
sults? The answer is tabulated in table 2.
The experiment was run on image set 3
having size 768 x 512 using a 9 x 9 pixel
orrelation window. The ross-orrelation
method was used in the tabulation of Table
2.

From table 1 we know that the `best'
orrelation was 78%. In table 2 we see that
the individual RGB omponents range
from 75.6 to 77.2 %. Also the HSV Value
omponent gave good results. The CIE
omponents faired similarly to the RGB
omponents, not surprising sine CIE is a
linear ombination of RGB.

This last experiment ompares Correla-
tion Window methods to Correlation Win-
dow sizes using the RGB Colour Spae.
One would expet that the larger the Cor-
relation Window size, the more aurate
the mathing. This is indeed the ase, as
an be seen from table 3.

Figure 3 is the graphial interpretation
of table 3. The Least Squares and the
Aumulated Di�erenes method have the
highest number of orret orrelation's us-
ing the RGB olour spae; image set 3 with
175 orrelation points. The Normalized
Cross-CorrelationMethod does not do well
for small Correlation Windows but gives
better results when the orrelation window
size is high.

6 Conlusions

This paper has presented an evaluation
of di�erent orrelation windows and dif-
ferent olour spaes. The orrelation
methods that were tested are the Least
Squares, Cross- orrelation, Histogram,
Ordinal Measures, and Aumulated Dif-
ferenes. The olour spaes tested were
RGB, HSV, HLS, and CIE. We have also
performed these tests with di�erent win-
dow sizes (3x3, 5x5, 7x7 et.) as well
as with di�erent image sets. The image
sets an have several interesting di�erenes
suh as translations, rotations, di�erent
overlap on�gurations, any number of or-
relation points, and ombinations of these.

The testing onsisted of omparing
Correlating Window Methods with various
Colour Spaes, image sets with individ-
ual Colour Components, and Correlation
Window methods with Correlation Win-
dow sizes. Sine the ground truth in terms
of orret mathes was known a-priori we
were able to test how well eah permuta-
tion faired in terms of �nding the orret
mathes.

The Normalized Cross-Correlation
method faired well for a `small' number
of orrelating points using a large Corre-
lation Window size. The Least Squares
and Aumulated Di�erenes method
performed well over all. The Histogram
method performed poorly for small Corre-
lation Window sizes but performed better
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Image PTS R G B H S V C I E
Set (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

1 127 77.2 75.6 76.4 11.8 52.0 74.8 77.2 75.6 74.8
2 319 49.5 48.9 48.6 8.8 35.1 49.5 48.9 49.2 48.6
3 175 76.0 77.1 77.7 13.7 54.3 77.7 76.6 78.3 78.3

Table 2: Comparisons of Correlating Window Methods (9 x 9) with various Colour Spaes
given in the perentage of orret orrelation's.

Correlation 3x3 5x5 7x7 9x9 11x11 13x13 15x15
Window Method (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Least Squares 52.0 70.9 81.1 89.7 92.6 94.3 94.3
Histogram 14.3 13.7 23.4 29.1 38.9 44.0 52.6

Ordinal Measure 8.6 33.1 54.9 60.0 63.4 61.1 54.3
Norm. Cross-orr 22.9 53.7 68.0 78.3 82.9 86.3 89.1
Aum. Di�erenes 49.1 71.4 83.4 91.4 92.6 94.3 90.9

Table 3: Correlation Window methods ompared to Correlation Window sizes using the
RGB Colour Spae. The result is given in perentage of a orret math aross 175 Corre-
lation Windows of image set 3.

Figure 2: Correlation Window methods ompared to Correlation Window sizes using the
RGB Colour Spae from data of table 3. Series 1 = Least Squares, Series 2 = Histogram,
Series 3 = Ordinal Measures, Series 4 = Normalized Cross-Correlation, Series 5 = Aumu-
lated Di�erenes.
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as the Correlation Window size inreased.

The RGB and CIE olour spae per-
formed well overall, their similar perfor-
mane an be attributed to the fat that
they are linear ombinations of eah other.
The HSV olour spae performed poorly
overall but the Value omponent on its own
performed very well. The Value ompo-
nent ompiled results favorable to that of
the ombined RGB olour spae. Improve-
ments to the model an be made here sine
the ombination of the various olour spae
omponents was ignored. It may be possi-
ble to ombine various omponents aross
olour spaes in suh a way that they will
improve the resulting orrelation.
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